At a time when you need it
most, Lazarex Cancer
Foundation can give
you hope, options
and opportunity.

You don’t have to go it alone.
With our financial assistance program, we
help cover the expenses for you to participate in a clinical trial. We will even pay for
you to bring a travel companion along. We
can get you where you need to be when you
need to be there.

Clinical trials and you.
• Clinical trials are the safest and fastest way
to find treatments that work for a wide
variety of cancers that can improve, extend
and save your life or the life of a loved one.
• Clinical trials offer the most current

“I was diagnosed with an advanced stage
aggressive breast cancer on my 43rd birthday. After many doctors’ appointments for
opinions on treatment and prognosis, and
appointment after appointment, I was given
the same prognosis: Poor. The trial I participated in has been so promising it has since
moved to Phase II. We had 21 participants in
our Phase I portion and we all had the same
type of aggressive high recurrent-risk breast
cancer. We are all currently disease free!
What a blessing.”

options.

If you have
cancer
we are on
your side.

advanced therapies available to patients.
• Diverse patient participation helps doctors
understand more about treating people
across race, gender and age.

“The trial I
participated in has
been so promising.”
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We can help you
continue your fight.

You can count on us.
If you are a cancer patient who is not ready
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find the best clinical trial options for you
and help you to enroll.

hope.

At age 4, Nevaeh was diagnosed with
stage IV neuroblastoma. She has since
been receiving treatment through a
clinical trial.
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Our unique program is designed to
connect you, your family and friends to
promising new clinical trials available
at treatment centers nationwide.

understand what your options are, we can
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At Lazarex Cancer Foundation we
believe that everyone – regardless of
age, gender, race, ethnicity or financial
challenges – should have access to the
cutting edge treatments available
through cancer clinical trials.

At age 12, Brittani was diagnosed with
giant cell tumor. After participating in a
clinical trial, Brittani is now in college at
Sacramento State University.

to give up your fight and needs our help to

“Lazarex was there
for us when we thought
there was no hope.”

“Assistance from Lazarex
means we can make it to
all of her appointments.”

To learn more about
participating in a cancer
clinical trial and our financial
assistance program

877.866.9523
lazarex.org
info@lazarex.org

